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QoE-based Mobility-aware Collaborative Video
Streaming on the Edge of 5G
Mehmet Fatih Tuysuz and Mehmet Emin Aydin
Abstract—Today’s Internet traffic is dominated by video
streaming applications transmitted through wireless/cellular in-
terfaces of mobile devices. Although ultra-high-definition videos
are now easily transmitted through mobile devices, video quality
level that users perceive is generally lower than expected due
to distance-based high latency between sources and end-users.
Mobile edge computing (MEC) paradigm is expected to address
this issue and provide users with higher perceived Quality of Ex-
perience (QoE) for latency-critical applications, deploying MEC
servers at edges. However, due to capacity concerns on MEC
servers, a more comprehensive approach is needed to meet users’
expectations applying all possible operations over the resources
such as caching, pre-fetching and task offloading policies depend-
ing on the data repetition or memory/CPU utilization. To address
these issues, this paper proposes a novel collaborative QoE-
based mobility-aware video streaming scheme deployed at MEC
servers. Throughout the paper, we demonstrate how the proposed
scheme can be implemented so as to preserve the desired QoE
level per user during entire video sessions. Performance of the
proposed scheme has been investigated by extensive simulations.
In comparison to existing schemes, the results illustrate that
high efficiency is achieved through collaboration among MEC
servers, utilizing explicit window size adaptation, collaborative
pre-fetching and handover among the edges.
Index Terms—QoE, 5G, Mobile edge computing, MEC, Video
streaming, DASH.
I. INTRODUCTION
NOWADAYS, rapid developments in wireless and cellularnetworks, such as Wi-Fi and 5G have made it possi-
ble to transmit, analyze and manipulate massive amount of
data/applications quickly, remotely and efficiently than ever
before. These technologies have also been shifting the mo-
bile computing concept from centralized cloud to distributed
edge(s). In this context, Mobile Edge Computing (MEC)
paradigm that is accelerated with 5G pushes computation,
content delivery, storage and virtualization to the network
edge (e.g., base stations or access points) [1]. Advances in
Radio Access Technologies (e.g., Wi-Fi, WiMax, 3G/LTE/5G)
have also let user-centric multimedia applications dominate
the Internet traffic. Studies reveal that 70% of today’s Internet
traffic is generated by video streaming applications, such as
Netflix and YouTube [2]. With the proliferation of advanced
mobile devices, acceleration of 5G networks and MEC servers
positioned at the network edge within the Radio Access
Network (RAN), this rate is forecast to increase 75% by the
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end of 2020 providing lower end-to-end communication delays
and higher available bandwidth [3].
Online streaming services assisted by Content Delivery
Networks (CDN) solely through cloud data centers lead to
reduced QoE levels due to the high latency that occurs during
data transmission between the users and the cloud. In this re-
gard, Dynamic Adaptive video Streaming over HTTP (DASH)
protocol [4] is adopted as a solution in the literature. DASH
basically allows users and video players to switch to the most
suitable video quality/bitrate according to the varying network
condition. This feature of DASH mostly results in improved
QoE since play-out interruptions are reduced/avoided.
Motivated by the specific capabilities that the mobile edge
computing paradigm can provide to the Video-on-Demand
(VoD) streams (e.g. caching, pre-fetching and task offloading),
and the fact that studies in the literature cannot actually
preserve the QoE values desired by users, a novel QoE
estimation and adaptation method deployed over a MEC
server is proposed in this paper. The proposed scheme first
estimates a session-based QoE level gathering or computing
information from the client-side and the medium-side. The
proposed scheme later aims at preserving user-preferred QoE
level during the whole session per user, performing three key
manipulations; (i) session-based explicit TCP window size
adaptation between the sender and edge node, (ii) pre-fetching
some of segments/chunks to the edge server or neighboring
edge(s), and (iii) load balancing through handover operation.
In case the QoE cannot be preserved for a session despite the
aforementioned manipulations, the proposed scheme simply
adjusts the best suited video quality for that session through
Adaptive Bit Rate (ABR) operation based on channel condition
without harming QoE levels of other video sessions.
In line with the aforementioned explanations, main contri-
butions of the paper are summarized as follows,
• While other studies aim to provide best-suited QoE
value by decreasing/increasing the streamed video bitrates
according to fluctuating channel condition, our primary goal
is to preserve user preferred QoE level per session during the
whole video play time even in case of channel fluctuations,
performing key manipulations as mentioned earlier.
• Within the scope of this study, collaborative pre-fetching
support is obtained from neighboring edge server(s). To
the best of our knowledge, it is the first collaborative pre-
fetching scheme utilized for video streaming among edge
servers. Additionally, in contrast to other studies, this paper
also provides collaborative load balancing through handover
operations according to the mobility and location of the user.
• In contrast to other studies, we do not use any packet snif-
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fer to compute session-based video buffer sizes, initial play-
out delays and re-buffering intervals. Instead, our lightweight
scheme monitors the throughput upon arrivals of acknowledge-
ment (ACK) packets whether the difference between consump-
tion and delivery is decreased below a certain threshold.
• Efficiency increase is achieved by applying the scheme
only on edge server(s) without making any changes on the
client-side. The work can therefore be easily installed and
deployed.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS
5th generation networks, a.k.a. 5G, is the latest generation of
cellular mobile communication technologies that is expected
not only to contain very-high carrier frequencies with enor-
mous bandwidth and extraordinary numbers of antennas, but
also to bind radio spectrum together with LTE and Wi-Fi
providing ubiquitous coverage and improved user experience.
DASH is an advanced video delivery protocol, widely used
by Content Service Providers (CSPs). With DASH, videos
are first encoded/compressed into various representations that
have different bitrates. Representations are divided into seg-
ments/chunks with identical time intervals. Information regard-
ing the representations, their bitrates, segment intervals and
URLs are kept in a manifest file called Media Presentation De-
scription (MPD). In this way, video players can request/receive
MPD files, select a bitrate at the beginning and switch to
different bitrates during the video play according to fluctuating
channel condition to provide users with a better QoE.
Four essential metrics assist estimating the QoE level of a
DASH session [5]; (i) video quality, the selected bitrate for
the video session, (ii) initial play-out gap, the time interval
elapsed until the video starts playing after the first click,
(iii) re-buffering, the duration of video freezing during a
session, (iv) bitrate switching, the number of bitrate switches
during a session. Studies presented in the literature mainly use
some/all of these metrics to estimate the QoE levels in real-
time for video streams. In this context, state of the art solutions
focusing on QoE estimation/improvement are discussed below.
• Video quality adaptation: There have been works [6]–
[11] dynamically adapt video quality through the ABR feature
of DASH protocol to limit/avoid re-buffering. These works
utilize achieved/estimated throughput or available buffer size
of video sessions at the client-side. For instance, Li et al. in [6]
utilize historic per-segment downlink throughput to forecast
upcoming throughput and choose the best suited video quality
accordingly. Liu et al. in [7] adjust video rates detecting band-
width variations using a smoothed HTTP throughput measured
based on the segment fetch time (SFT). Note that none of these
works utilize MEC facilities and they simply require additional
message exchanges between users and networks.
There are also solutions utilizing MEC and QoE indicators
for video quality adaptation, such as the work that estimates
aforementioned four QoE metrics of video streams in real-time
through a packet sniffer [8], the work that utilizes a time-slot
system with a look-ahead window for computing the switching
cost among edges [9], the work that proposes an integer non-
linear programming optimization for bitrate adaptation jointly
maximizing the QoE and proportional fairness [10], the work
that presents a 5G-QoE scheme to handle the QoE modeling
for UHD video flows in 5G networks [11]. Note that these
MEC-based solutions mostly adapt to lower video bitrates to
minimize re-buffering interval as a common practice in case
of channel fluctuations. Yet, such a strategy is not desired for
most of users connecting to the Internet that primarily aims at
providing low latency and high-bandwidth.
• Pre-fetching at the edge: Many solutions are also proposed
regarding pre-fetching of video streams on client or network-
side. Approaches utilized on client-side includes downloading
multiple segments in parallel through multi-path TCP [12], and
a recommender that predicts videos likely to be watched by
users [13]. Note that client-side video pre-fetching strategies
do not wisely consider end-to-end path between Radio Access
Networks (RAN) and the cloud, hence experience sub-optimal
TCP performance. On the other hand, Approaches utilized on
the network-side includes deploying pre-fetching proxies at
wireless access points [14] or cellular base stations [15] with
rigid pre-defined pre-fetching policies, or pre-fetching video
segments from cloud to the MEC server maintaining a progress
gap ahead of the user’s actual request progress [16]. Since a
collaborative pre-fetching among network entities/edges is not
considered in these works, pre-fetching on solely one network
edge may not perform well, or even may damage the QoE
level, in dense networks due to possible buffer overflows.
Although aforementioned solutions basically provide users
with higher QoE levels, there are in fact several metrics not
sufficiently discussed among these solutions, such as explicit
window size adaptation, pre-fetching from neighboring edges,
and handover to another network within coverage. Throughout
the paper, we show that by manipulating the aforementioned
metrics, it is possible to preserve the UE-preferred QoE level
during the whole video session per user as long as the edge
server is able to collaborate with other edges.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND QOE MODELING
Let the entire system has u users, each of which is connected
to the same BS with an edge server, streaming video through
the cloud where r distinct video representations are available
as seen in Fig. 1. Suppose there are e− 1 neighbouring edge
servers in vicinity that users are able to handover or pre-
fetch some data in case certain conditions are met. Here, as
in [17], the binary variable xi,j,k represents whether user i
accesses video representation k over the edge server j, where
i ∈ [1, u], j ∈ [1, e], k ∈ [1, r]. Assume bk and QoEk denote
the video bitrate of the representation k and its QoE value,
respectively. Also assume each user downloads a single video
representation at any time through a single radio interface,
each edge server has a specific assignment capacity of Cj , j ∈
[1, e] and each individual radio link between user i and the
edge server j has a specific link capacity of lji .
Our primary goal is to preserve the UE-preferred QoE
level of each video session throughout the entire video play
duration without harming the QoE levels of other sessions.
To achieve QoE preserving, the proposed scheme that is
implemented on the MEC server should keep track of both
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Fig. 1: Proposed System Architecture
initially assured and meanwhile computed video quality level
per user (QoEk,asr and QoEk,cmp) and the sum of bitrates of
connected users per edge network (
∑u
i=1
∑r
k=1 xi,j,kbk) due
to capacity calculations of the edge(s).
Consequently, the scheme is expected to provide sessions
with no less QoE levels than their initial UE-preferred values;
xi,j,kQoEk,cmp ≥ xi,j,kQoEk,asr, (1)
∀i ∈ [1, u],∀j ∈ [1, e],∀k ∈ [1, r]
subject to the constraints below,
u∑
i=1
r∑
k=1
xi,j,kbk ≤ Cj ,∀j ∈ [1, e] (2)
xi,j,kbk ≤ lji ,∀i ∈ [1, u],∀j ∈ [1, e],∀k ∈ [1, r] (3)
r∑
k=1
e∑
j=1
xi,j,k ≤ 1,∀i ∈ [1, u] (4)
xi,j,k ∈ {0, 1},∀i ∈ [1, u],∀j ∈ [1, e],∀k ∈ [1, r] (5)
where, the constraint given in Eq.(2) ensures the capacity of
edge server j is not surpassed by the assignment load, the
constraint given in Eq.(3) ensures a video representation is
not allocated to user i on the edge j in case its bitrate cannot
be accommodated by the user’s link capacity, the constraint
given in Eq.(4) ensures a user is allocated with one video
representation at most, and the constraint given in Eq.(5)
ensures each device utilizes at most one edge network for
video streaming as it receives one video representation at most.
Video streams are formed as a set of continuous chunks
that contain s seconds of video parts. Chunks are encoded with
different bitrates (bk) for various video representations. At any
time, a video chunk vi (where i ∈ [1, z]) can be downloaded
with a bitrate bk(i) (where k ∈ [1, r]). Assume d (bk(i)) is the
size of the chunk vi at bitrate bk(i) and Dwi is the average
download speed. If the chunk vi is started to be downloaded
at time t, downloading duration becomes d (bk(i)) /Dwi.
Note that buffers (B) allocated for video sessions revolve
as chunks are being downloaded and video is being played.
Hence, an allocated buffer increases by s seconds in case a
new chunk is downloaded and decreases as it is being watched.
The buffer dynamics can be formulated as in [9] as follow,
Bi+1 =
((
Bi − d (bk(i))
Dwi
)
+
+ s
)
+
(6)
here the notation (y)+ = max{y, 0} assures positiveness of
the term. Also note that re-buffering occurs in case Bi <
d (bk(i)) /Dwi since the buffer becomes empty while the
video player is still downloading the chunk vi.
Considering both the video bitrate quality rate q (bk(i)) and
the QoE value are mapped between 0 and 5 as in MOS1, the
average video quality Qavg over z chunks becomes,
Qavg =
1
z
z∑
i=1
q (bk(i)) (7)
Total video re-buffering time Tre-buffering and the re-buffering
ratio Rr over z chunks can be expressed as follow,
Tre-buffering =
z∑
i=1
(
d (bk(i))
Dwi
−Bi
)
+
(8)
Rr =
Tre-buffering
Tduration
; (9)
In addition, the frequency of bitrate switching fs and the
proportion of play-out gap gp considering the whole video
session can be expressed as zswitchz and
Tgap
Tduration
, respectively.
Consequently, the QoE value of any video session is expressed
below as a weighted sum of the aforementioned four metrics.
QoE = Qavg − αRr − βfs − γgp (10)
where Tduration is the total time of the video session including
the first play-out gap Tgap, video play time s × z and re-
buffering time. Finally, α, β, and γ are the weight parameters2
regarding re-buffering ratio, bitrate switching frequency, and
the play-out gap, respectively. Also note that QoE level is
indirectly related to QoS metrics, such as achieved throughput,
packet loss rate, latency, jitter and out-of-order delivery in a
network. In this context, each metrics of the Eq.(10) (Qavg,
Rr, fs, gp) is actually affected by the QoS metrics.
IV. ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
A. Bandwidth-aware Explicit Window Size Adaptation
TCP congestion control mechanism is negatively affected
by hostile attitude of wireless channels and mobile nature of
wireless users [19]. In this context, split connection approaches
that host a mediator (e.g., agent) in between sender and
receiver such as TCP snoop [20] are proposed in the literature
to increase the transmission performance of hybrid networks
of wired and single-hop wireless links.
Let Be(t) denote the empty buffer size of a session on the
edge server at time t, which is Be(t) = Btotal−Bo(t), where
Btotal and Bo(t) are the total and occupied buffer sizes at time
1Mean opinion score (MOS) is a measure used for the Qos/QoE computa-
tions, representing overall quality of a stimulus or system.
2Based on the QoE computations carried out by other studies [9], [18], and
the impact of specific parameters on the quality level, the parameters α, β,
and γ are assigned as 3, 0.1, 0.02, respectively throughout the simulations.
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t, respectively. Assume Wrcv(t) is the user’s advertised empty
window size that is embedded in the ACK at time t. This
buffer size advertised by ACK frame corresponds to the buffer
maintained at the transport layer of the UE. Yet, the available
buffer size at the edge server is also important due to the nature
of split TCP video sessions. Hence, the proposed scheme com-
putes an estimated window size f(Be(t)) for video sessions
as a function of sessions’ bandwidth requirement: bitrate of
video chunks and throughput rate averaged over the last p IP
packets successfully received by the user. This value is then
used to mark up/down the user’s advertised empty window
size in the ACK depending on the number of packets received
by the user; whether the number is higher than necessary or
lower than enough packets. Consequently, average throughput
rate over the last p IP packets can be calculated as in [21],
Θavg =
1
p
Lp∑
i=Lp−p+1
Spacket(i)
TACK(i)− Tfetch(i) (11)
where Lp is the index of the last packet successfully received
by the user, TACK(i) is the time at which ACKi is received
by the edge server, Tfetch(i) is the time when the packet i
enters into the edge server’s queue, and Spacket(i) is the packet
size for the packet i. In this respect, to preserve a QoE level
of a video session, the average throughput calculated above
must be bigger than the throughput required for the bitrate
selected by the user/player at any time of that video session:
Θavg ≥ Θreq(bk) where k ∈ [1, r]. Consequently, advertised
window size of the session is modified as follows,
W ′rcv(t) =
{
min (Wrcv(t), f (B
e(t))) if Θavg ≥ δΘreq(bk)
max (Wrcv(t), f (B
e(t))) otherwise
(12)
where δ is the weight parameter3. Let’s consider an ideal
channel condition scenario where u identical TCP sessions
with zero RTTs are active (radio link propagation is assumed
to be negligible). In this context, the window size transmitted
to the source at time t for the session i will be set to
Wi(t) = B
e(t) = Btotal −Bo(t) where i ∈ [1, u]. Therefore,
we can assume that the buffer occupied by each session
is equal to its window size Wi. That is Boi (t) = Wi(t).
Considering the same scenario, total buffer occupancy at time
t is set as Bo(t) = uBoi (t). Hence, under ideal condition,
it is expected that the system will converge to the state of
Boi (t) = B
total−uBoi (t). Thus, the expected buffer occupied
by each TCP session in steady state becomes Boi =
Btotal
u+1
[22]. Since video sessions are not identical and have different
throughput requirements based on the bitrates utilized, buffer
requirement of each session must be set based on the propor-
tion of required throughput per session to the total amount of
throughput required for all sessions as follows,
Boi (t) =
Θreq(bk(i))∑u
i=1 Θreq(bk(i))
Bo(t) =
Θreq(bk(i))∑u
i=1 Θreq(bk(i))
uBtotal
u+1 (13)
3Within the scope of this paper, a preliminary study was performed on the
values that the parameter δ can take, by setting the δ as 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.5,
respectively. In all simulation scenarios where different number of users and
different ratios of channel density were tested, it was found that δ values
between 1 and 2 always give the best window size values for video sessions.
In this context, δ value is set constant as 1.5 throughout the simulations.
Accordingly, the estimated empty window size is set as
f(Be(t)) = Boi (t). As seen from the Eq. (12), while a
session that already obtains higher throughput than its bitrate
advertises its empty window size as the minimum value
between Wrcv(t) and f (Be(t)), a session that obtains less
throughput than its bitrate advertises its empty window size as
the maximum value between the Wrcv(t) and the f (Be(t)).
B. QoE-aware Cooperative Pre-fetching
Pre-fetching data, which is the operation of transferring
video streams already cached at the edge server(s) to the
user, enables fully utilizing the front-end throughput between
the edge server and the user. Deciding on how many and
which chunks to be pre-fetched ahead of the user’s progressing
request during a session is the key factor to preserve the
video bitrate per user. Yet, there is a trade-off required to be
balanced: pre-fetching chunks less than the actual requirement
of consumption may lead to a higher risk of re-buffering, while
pre-fetching more than required would result in redundant
traffic at the backhaul and unnecessarily waste buffer space
at the edge server. Therefore, pre-fetching progress and the
frequency of the edge server must be at least as fast as the
user’s request progress, while a bit faster is preferred, in
general [16].
Suppose that each video chunk, vi (where i ∈ [1, z]),
contains one second of video parts. Also suppose that the
user’s last request was for the chunk vi+1 and the round4
length is pi seconds. This means the user is expected to retrieve
the chunk vi+2 to chunk vi+pi+1 in the next round. These
chunks will be requested from the cloud server in case the
buffer at the edge server does not have these chunks (vi+2 to
vi+pi+1). In this case, the next chunks (vi+pi+2 to vi+2pi+1) can
be pre-fetched by the edge server. Consequently, the expected
number of chunks, Npf, to be pre-fetched in a round length,
pi, by the edge server can be calculated considering the empty
buffer size, Be, and the buffer size required for each chunk,
Breq(bk), that has the bitrate bk as
Npf =
Bepi
Breq(bk)
(14)
In any time, if there are chunks pre-fetched at the edge
server and are not yet played by the UE, high amount of
latency reduction can be achieved transferring these chunks in
the next rounds to the UE directly from the edge server. This
also makes it possible for video sessions to preserve their video
bitrates even if cloud-edge path cannot always sustain the
required bandwidth. Yet, if backhaul throughput at the cloud-
edge path is always (or for a long time) less than the required
throughput of the selected bitrate, there will be no chunks left
in the UE’s buffer after a while and re-buffering will start since
downloading chunks will take more time than their playing
time (See Eq.(6)). In this case, pre-fetching through single
edge server will also not work in long term. In this context,
pre-fetching over multiple edges can prevent further reduction
of the available buffer size of the edge server.
4Task assignments for video flows are executed for a pre-defined interval,
which is defined as a round [23]
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Within the scope of this paper, it is aimed that the number
of chunks pre-fetched to the edge server(s) is not less than the
number of chunks consumed by the video player in any round
to preserve the UE-preferred video bitrate per session. Conse-
quently, pre-fetching chunks with the UE-preferred bitrate is
possible as long as the following holds,
Tpi ≥
∑e
j=1 d (bk) /Dwj
e
+ s (15)
where Tpi is the time remaining to play-back the next chunk to
be pre-fetched, which is not yet in the buffer, d (bk) is the size
of the chunk at bitrate bk, Dwj is the downloading speed of
the edge server j and s is the chunk duration. In this regard, to
preserve QoE levels of video sessions, proposed pre-fetching
scheme decides how many edge servers are required to make
the average throughput obtained in each round bigger than the
throughput required for the bitrate selected per session.
Fig. 2: Illustration of the proposed pre-fetching scheme
The collaborative pre-fetching scheme is illustrated in Fig.
2. While Fig. 2a demonstrates the procedures taken by the
central edge server in case the Θavg ≥ Θreq(bk) is achieved
through a single edge, Fig. 2b demonstrates the procedures
taken by both central edge and other collaborative edge(s). In
both scenarios, while the chunks already cached at the edge
server(s) are directly sent to the UE after a request risen from
the UE, the chunks to be needed in the next round(s) are also
pre-fetched from the cloud with the proposed collaborative
scheme, which helps prevent possible re-buffering problem by
setting the number of pre-fetched chunks based on the number
of chunks requested.
C. QoE-aware Load Balancing through Handover
In case, one of the BSs is highly loaded, a portion of its load
can be transferred to different BSs with a handover operation.
Initial step in the handover operation is the discovery of
available BSs in vicinity and the easiest way to do it is
periodic scanning or instant message exchanges between MEC
servers deployed at BSs. Frequent message exchanges would
be useful in case UEs are highly mobile. Yet, it may result in
substantial overhead in a static environment. In order to reduce
the aforementioned overhead, we propose a smart discovery
and handover scheme, as in [24], that initiates the handover
operation only if a MEC server uses its capacity above a
certain threshold, τc, or if the signal strength value of a session
falls below a pre-defined threshold, τs. This way, even in the
presence of capacity or signal strength-related issues, it is
aimed to preserve UE-preferred QoE levels, associating UEs
with a proper BS that has high signal strength.
When τc is exceeded or τs of a session drops below
a threshold, the proposed scheme first discover the set of
neighboring edges that has enough capacity by requesting
context-aware information from BSs in the vicinity, such as
their positions, available buffer sizes and channel utilization
ratios. The proposed scheme then lists video sessions in
ascending order according to their signal strength . Afterwards,
the scheme creates a distance-based connectivity map for the
session at the top of the list based on the location of BSs and
the signal strength values of the UE received from each BS.
Handover procedure is initiated in case there is another BS
(with sufficient capacity) that is expected to provide higher
signal strength for the session. This operation is executed for
all sessions that fall below the signal strength threshold. In
case the capacity still exceeds the τc after the above-mentioned
executions, the handover operation continues until either the
capacity falls below the threshold again or the list is empty.
In case a handover operation is decided to be initiated, the
pre-fetched chunks at the central server are first forwarded to
the edge server that the session will be connected to, before the
handover is initiated. This allows the session to consume the
chunks already present in the UE’s buffer while the handover
process is in progress, and to pre-fetch the chunks of the next
round(s) quickly from the new edge server after the handover.
D. The Proposed Solution
A simplified flow chart of the proposed scheme is shown
in Fig. 3. The scheme enables edge server responsible for
handling requests, admissions, QoE estimations and quality
adaptations of video streams. As seen from Fig. 3, a new
TCP split connection is first opened per session that has been
entered to the medium. Thus, RAN-based channel fluctuations
and user-based mobility issues are limited per new session,
making the TCP congestion control works properly. Next, QoE
modeling is performed per new session according to the user
bitrate preference. This way, the QoE level to be preserved, and
the amount of throughput required, Θreq(bk), for the selected
bitrate per session until the end of the video play is determined.
Following the QoE modeling, the scheme reads the amount
of throughput required per session, computes average through-
put values obtained in the previous round, and initializes the
pre-fetching scheme explained in Section III(b), computing
the expected number of chunks to be pre-fetched in the next
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Fig. 3: Flowchart of the proposed scheme
round. This way, pre-fetched video chunks are transmitted to
the UE with low-latency. In case chunks are not pre-fetched,
the proposed scheme forwards the request to the cloud server,
retrieves the requested chunks and transmit them to the UE.
After pre-fetching, the scheme checks whether the capacity
usage of the edge server is lower than the τc or received
signal strength (RSS) of sessions are higher than the τs. The
condition is simply checked to increase the bitrate of session(s)
that has no network-related or mobility-based issues currently,
yet is using a lower bitrate than the UE-preferred bitrate.
In case network-related or mobility-based issues exist,
context-aware information is requested from neighboring BSs,
RSS-based session list and distance-based connectivity map is
created, and handover procedure is initiated if there is another
BS (with sufficient capacity) that is expected to provide higher
signal strength for the session(s) having signal strength issues.
The scheme also monitors the average throughput obtained in
each round per session. In case it is less than the throughput
required for a selected bitrate, the scheme initiates its explicit
window size adaptation for session(s) having less throughput
and for session(s) having more throughput than a δ coefficient,
as explained in Section III(a). The scheme also monitors the
network in the next round to see if the actions taken have
addressed the bandwidth issue for these sessions. In case there
is still a session that is having less throughput than required,
the scheme decreases the bitrate of the session one level down.
Within the scope of the paper, QoE levels expected to be
achieved with the proposed scheme and the traditional cloud-
UE communication scheme are also studied analytically. This
is to show that the QoE level obtained by the proposed scheme
at any time of any session will not be lower than that of the
cloud-UE communication scheme.
Note that each component of the QoE formula given in
Eq.(10) is dependent on QoS metrics, such as downlink speed,
(which is expected to be the same for both schemes since the
sender and receiver are the same role players in both methods),
end-to-end latency and packet loss rate. In this context, it is
clear to say that the scheme, which will have lower latency
and packet loss rate will have a higher QoE level.
Let ` and ˆ` denote end-to-end latency between the sender
(cloud server) and receiver (UE) for an ordinary video run and
a video run via MEC servers, respectively. The latency with
the cloud-UE communication scheme is calculated as follows:
` = z{(1 + PlW )`W + (1 + PlR)`R} (16)
where z is the number of video chunks, PlW is the packet loss
rate between the cloud and the BS, PlR is the packet loss rate
between the BS and the UE, and finally, `W and `R are the sum
of constituting delays from processing, (typically a few micro-
secs or less), queuing (depends on congestion), transmission
(insignificant for high-speed links) and propagation (depends
on distance between sender and receiver) in between the cloud
and BS, and in between the BS and UE, respectively.
On the other hand, since some of video chunks (e.g. m)
are expected to be pre-fetched earlier without user request,
initiated by the MEC server deployed on the BS with the
proposed scheme, the end-to-end latency between the cloud
and UE can be computed as follows:
ˆ`= z{(1 + PlW )`W + (1 + PlR)`R} −m(1 + P ′lW )`′W (17)
where P ′lW and `
′
W are the packet loss rate and latency applied
to the m packets pre-fetched ealier, say within the time period
of [pi0, pim]. The dowload speed of pre-fetched chunks to the
UE is expected to be faster than the download speed of chunks
through backhaul link between the cloud and UE due to the
physical distances.
As explained in detail throughout this section, coopeative
pre-fetching and hand-over approaches are carried out for
DASH-based video sessions within the scope of the study.
Definition 1. Collaborative pre-fetching is to allow storing
video chucks on multiple edge servers within a neighbourhood.
Since pre-fetching enables fully utilizing front-end throughput
between edge and UE, the following theorem can be defined.
Theorem 1. Collaborative pre-fetching reduces the end-to-
end latency extending the total available buffer size per UE.
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Proof. Here, latency considered for reduction is the latency in
between cloud and MEC server since no change is expected
to happen in between MEC and UE. The latency over wired
connection between cloud and MEC server can be splitted
as `W = `W (pi0, pim) + `W (pim, piz), where pi0, pim and piz
are the times at the beginning, the time when m packets are
downloaded and stored on MEC server and the time when
all chunks are completely downloaded. It is assumed that
Dw(pi0, pim) ≥ Dw(pi0, piz) due to growing backhaul traffic.
Since buffer size of a MEC server is much bigger than buffer
size of a UE, `W (pi0, pim) ≥ `′W (pi0, pim), where `′W (pi0, pim)
is the latency of the corresponding time period when MEC
buffer is used. The theorem suggest that ` ≥ ˆ`, from Eq.(16),
Eq.(17) can be rewritten as ˆ` = ` − m(1 + P ′lW )`′W . In the
worst case, second term of righthand side of the equation,
m(1+P ′lW )`
′
W , will approximate to 0, hence ˆ`= `, otherwise
it will be ˆ`< `, which simply proves the theorem.
In addition to the end-to-end latency, packet loss rate also
affects QoE. Let SSi and SSj are the signal streghts between
a UE and MEC i and MEC j, where SSi ≤ SSj while UE is
held by MEC i. The level of packet loss rate with SSi and SSj
are denoted with PlR(SSi) and PlR(SSj), respectively. Due
to the signal strengths, it is expeceted PlR(SSi) ≥ PlR(SSj).
As discussed before, once SSi ≤ τs a handovered operation is
conducted for UE to be held by MEC j, which is expected to
have a stronger signal strength. In this respect, the following
statement and theorem of packet loss rate can also be defined.
Definition 2. Handover among BSs is an essential factor to
avoid/limit RAN-based congestion and packet errors.
Theorem 2. Collaborative handover approach reduces the
overall packet loss rate increasing the average RSS of UEs.
Proof. Let `i and `j be latencies to be calculated when a UE
is held by MEC i, and by MEC j, respectively. The theorem
suggests that `i ≥ `j , given that SSi ≤ SSj . As can be seen
from Eq.(16) and (17), PlR has increasing effect upon the
righthand side of both equations. In case single MEC server
is used in the system or SSi ≥ τs, PlR remains the same
as in the cloud-UE communication scheme since the sender
and receiver are the same entities in both methods. However,
once UE is handovered from MEC i to MEC j given that
SSi ≤ SSj , the packet loss rate will decrease to PlR(SSj),
due to PlR(SSi) ≥ PlR(SSj), hence `i ≥ `j is held, which
proves the theorem.
Consequently, collaborative pre-fetching and handover help
extending the total buffer size, reduce both the latency and the
packet loss rate, and hence provide higher QoE levels per UE.
Definition 3. QoE is a function of latency, packet loss rate
and bitrate, QoE = f(`, Pl,W ).
Theorem 3. QoE per user improves with reduced latency and
packet loss rate.
Proof. As demonstarted with Theorem (1) and (2), both la-
tency and packet loss rate can be improved. From Eq.(10)
and Definition (3), QoE will be affected of any change in `,
Pl and W . The proposed algorithm devises a procedure to
reduce both ` and Pl as demonstrated with Theorem (1) and
(2). From Eq.(10), any decrease achieved in both of ` and Pl
will result in improved QoE.
It should also be noted that the proposed scheme is basically
a distributed network system among cloud(s), edge(s), and
clients. The system also includes various parties, such as
Mobile Operators, Content Providers and clients. As a result,
the large and distributed structure of the proposed system
makes it also suitable for the blockchain integration.
Blockchain, has become one of the promising distributed
secure data management architecture. Even though it has
been broadly adopted in numerous fields from finance to
healthcare in the literature, its application in mobile networks
is yet limited due to the fact that blockchain clients require
solving preset proof-of-work puzzles to add new data to the
blockchain, which in fact consumes significant resources such
as CPU and energy that is not applicable for resource-limited
mobile devices [25]. Yet, mobile edge computing paradigm
can be a promising factor to solve the issue of significant
resource requirements for resource-limited mobile devices.
Making use of MEC, blockchain-related computing tasks
can be easily offloaded from UEs to edge servers and hence,
trust among providers and data integrity can be achieved
throughout the entire communication from the cloud(s) to the
client(s). In addition, it should also be noted that withouth
blockchain integration, MEC itself might have difficulties to
ensure optimal system performance due to uneven distributed
resource demands of edge servers and UEs, which may result
in higher transmission delay and data loss for DASH-based
video sessions. Consequently, although additional costs are
required for edge-servers (CPU, energy, etc.) for blockchain
operations, client-based cost reductions may also occur on UEs
as a result of MEC and blockchain integration due to possible
performance increase (e.g. latency and loss).
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Within the scope of the study, a simulation scenario that
consists of a resource-constrained video server, LTE-A cells
with connected MEC servers and varying number of wireless
UEs streaming DASH-based video from the cloud is simulated
in OMNET++ through SimuLTE [26] which is an open-source
platform built on top of OMNeT++ and INET Framework.
A. Experiment Setup
Simulation topology that consists of one cloud server, one
central BS with two neighboring BSs, and total of 90 randomly
distributed UEs connected to the central BS is shown in Fig. 4.
An HTTP video server that has 2Gbps link capacity is placed
away from the edge. All UEs that have a maximum bandwidth
of 112Mbps are initially associated with the central BS that
has the central edge server running the proposed scheme.
Parameters used in simulation are shown in Table I. As in
[27], simulation interval is set as 300s where each UE has
unique video streams that lasts for 270s. Start-up times of
video sessions are randomly selected by UEs from the uniform
interval [1; 30s]. 4 bitrates are available per video at the source
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TABLE I: Simulation Parameters
Application parameters
Application type Adaptive HTTP streaming
Number of representation 4 [4; 8; 16; 32 Mbps]
Round/segment size 5s
Chunk Size 1s
Video duration 270s
Network parameters
Edge server capacity τc 80%
UE signal threshold τs -62 dBm
Backhaul link capacity 2 Gbps
UE max. RAN bandwidth 112 Mbps
Backhaul latency 250 - 300 ms
RAN latency 10 - 20 ms
Simulation parameters
Number of UE sessions 90
Edge server buffer size 10 Gbps
UE buffer size 250 Mbps
Bitrate video quality Qbk (i) 4 [3.9], 8 [4.2], 16 [4.5], 32 [4.9]
Weight parameters α [3], β [0.1], γ [0.02], δ [1.5]
Initial play-out delay Fixed [2s]
Simulation time 300s
Simulation domain 500x500m
Velocity Stationary or mobile [10 m/s]
[4; 8; 16; 32 Mbps]. At the beginning of each simulation,
32Mbps bitrate is selected for 70% of sessions, 16Mbps bitrate
is selected for 20% of sessions and 8Mbps bitrate ise selected
for 10% of sessions. While buffer size of 250Mbps is set per
UE, 10Gbps buffer is considered per edge server.
Fig. 4: Simulation topology
Throughout simulations, performance of the following four
video streaming methods are evaluated: (i) conventional rate-
based adaptation (RBA)5 strategy between the cloud and UEs,
(ii) adaptive pre-fetching approach (APA)6 proposed in [16],
(iii) central edge server performing the proposed scheme on
its own (Single MEC), and (iv) central edge server performing
the proposed scheme collaborating with other edge servers
(Collaborative MEC). Simulations are tested on two different
scenarios where UEs are either stationary or mobile during
the whole process. Throughout simulations, comparisons are
made by computing the average value of 30 simulation runs
with confidence interval of 95%. In addition, 2-Ray Ground
model and Random Waypoint Mobility model are used for the
propagation modelling and movement path generation of UEs.
5The highest bitrate among available ones is selected per UE based on the
throughput obtained from the previous x chunks in the RBA strategy.
6Adaptive pre-fetching is performed on a per-session basis, i.e., the scheme
pre-downloads video segments from the source and maintains a progress gap
ahead of the users actual request progress. Such a gap is adaptive and is
optimized based on its real-time knowledge on network and user context.
B. Impact of the Proposed Scheme on Throughput and Buffer
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Fig. 5: Average throughput of active sessions
Based on the simulation scenario, it is expected that the
network gradually intensify for 30 seconds and 2 Gbps link
capacity to be exceeded after a point. Some of sessions are
also expected to reduce their UE-preferred bitrates to make the
required link capacity lower than the capacity the network can
provide. Average throughput values of four video streaming
methods examined are shown in Fig. 5. While all sessions
are randomly positioned within coverage of the BS where
the central edge server is located in the stationary scenario in
Fig. 5a, all sessions are randomly nested within a 500x500m
domain and random movement in different directions for
sessions are defined in the mobile scenario in Fig. 5b.
As shown in Fig. 5a and 5b, average throughput value per
session decreases as the number of sessions on the medium
increases. With the number of sessions fixed after a certain
point, the decrease turns into a horizontal movement. As
seen from the figures, our schemes work more efficient than
the RBA and APA due to split TCP sessions, session-based
window size adaptations and chunk pre-fetchings. In addition,
As seen in Fig. 6b, the RBA, APA and single MEC adaptations
experience throughput loss in mobile scenario due to sessions
having weak signal strength moving away from the cell. Yet,
collaborative MEC adaptation provides a throughput rise bal-
ancing the load among edge servers via handing some sessions
having weak signal strength over to other edge servers.
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Fig. 6: Average buffer size of active sessions
Average buffer size of sessions is shown in Fig. 6. The APA
and the proposed schemes compute the number of chunks
to be pre-fetched per session in the next round and saves
chunks to the edge server’s buffer before they are requested
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by UEs. Bandwidth of the link is therefore effectively utilized
and instead of UEs’ bitrate reduction, these chunks are served
when the medium is densely loaded. As also seen in Fig. 6,
average buffer size is bigger in the collaborative MEC scheme
since total number of sessions decrease due to handovers.
Fig. 7 shows the average pre-fetched response rate of active
sessions . As seen from the figure, pre-fetching rate of the
first 30 seconds is mostly less than pre-fetching rate of the
following time periods since some of chunk transmissions
are handled via backhaul traffic for new stations entering the
medium in the first 30 seconds. Moreover, collaborative MEC
scheme allocates more buffers to fewer number of sessions,
hence achieves higher pre-fetching rate. As seen in Fig. 7b,
fluctuations at pre-fetching rate are also observed with the
single MEC adaptation in mobile scenario due to increased
packet loss rate and adaptive bitrate adaptations.
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Fig. 7: Average pre-fetching rate of active sessions
C. Impact of the Proposed Scheme on QoS and QoE
Average delay and packet loss rates of sessions obtained
by the four methods are shown in Fig. 8. RBA adaptation
has high latency as it mostly delivers backhaul traffic without
pre-fetching. In addition, since there is no TCP splitting or
window size adaptation, higher packet loss rates are observed
with the RBA and APA, compared to the proposed methods.
The number of rate adaptations and average re-buffering
ratios of the four methods are shown in Fig. 9. As seen in Fig.
9a, APA and the proposed methods perform a much smaller
number of rate adaptations compared to the RBA due to pre-
fetched chunks kept in the edge server. With the collaborative
MEC method, session-based average buffer size has been
increased through load balancing with handover operation. In
this way, bitrate adaptation has been made only two times in
the stationary scenario and no bitrate adaptation has been made
in the mobile scenario. Therefore, the proposed collaborative
MEC scheme preserves the UE-preferred QoE level during
the whole video session per user. In addition, due to the high
buffer size and low bitrate adaptation, re-buffering problem
experienced during the video playback is also reduced/avoided
with the proposed scheme as shown in Fig. 9b.
Finally, the QoE levels obtained by the examined four video
streaming methods are shown in Fig. 10. As can be seen
from the figures, QoE levels obtained are lower than the
video quality values determined for that bitrate due to negative
impact of initial play-out gap, rate adaptation and re-buffering.
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Yet, the proposed collaborative MEC scheme provides users
with QoE levels that are very close to the video quality levels,
minimizing/avoiding rate adaptation and re-buffering.
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Fig. 10: Achieved QoE values of sessions
Apart from assigning a single value for α, β, and γ; low,
medium and high values were also given to these parameters
utilizing the Taguchi method7 and the effects of these values on
QoE in different/variable condition such as channel status, bi-
trate quality and buffer level were examined. Parameter values
and QoE levels of 9 scenarios examined for the stationary UEs
that have 32 Mbps bitrate are shown in Table II. As seen from
Table II, effect of α, β, and γ for the APA, SMEC and CMEC
approaches is very limited because pre-fetching and hand-
over procedures reduce end-to-end latency and prevent/limit
possible channel congestion and packet losses. In contrast,
significant effects of these parameters on the RBA approach
(high fluctuations at the QoE level) have been observed due to
high amount of channel congestion, latency and packet losses
7It is a process optimization approach that conducts/evaluates results of
matrix experiments to determine the best levels of control factors. In this
context, the parameters α, β, and γ are reassigned to be two times the size of
the initial value or half the size; with low values as 1.5, 0.05, 0.01, medium
values as 3, 0.1, 0.02, and high values as 6, 0.2, 0.04, respectively.
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TABLE II: Parameters and QoE levels of 9 scenarios
Run
No
Level
P1
Level
P2
Level
P3
QoE
RBA
QoE
APA
QoE
Smec
QoE
Cmec
1 low low low 3.91 4.58 4.76 4.84
2 low medium medium 3.74 4.52 4.73 4.82
3 low high high 3.63 4.49 4.71 4.79
4 medium low medium 3.67 4.51 4.72 4.83
5 medium medium high 3.57 4.49 4.70 4.79
6 medium high low 3.53 4.47 4.69 4.81
7 high low high 3.50 4.47 4.68 4.79
8 high medium low 3.44 4.45 4.66 4.80
9 high high medium 3.32 4.42 4.63 4.77
resulting from the RBA approach. Since the experienced level
of service quality is subjective per user, and users can react
differently to various network issues, QoE values fluctuate
when network problems are intense. Therefore, it is proper to
state that instead of assigning a single value for parameters
α, β, and γ, it may be more appropriate to assign user-
variable ranges of values to these parameters as in Table
II. Nevertheless, the main focus should be to keep the QoE
value as high as possible by minimizing the volatility in these
parameters, avoiding/reducing possible network issues, as in
the proposed SMEC and CMEC approaches.
VI. CONCLUSION
Within the scope of the study, a collaborative QoE-based
mobility-aware video streaming scheme is presented. The
proposed scheme first creates a session-based QoE level,
gathering/computing information from the client and medium-
side, and then performs three key manipulations to preserve
UE-preferred QoE level per user; (i) TCP window size adap-
tation, (ii) pre-fetching chunks to the edge server(s), and (iii)
load balancing through handover operation. In case the QoE
cannot be preserved for a session despite the aforementioned
manipulations, then the proposed scheme simply adjusts the
best suited video quality for that session through Adaptive
Bit Rate operation based on the channel condition without
harming QoE levels of other video sessions.
Throughout the paper, the proposed scheme is compared
both with the conventional rate-based adaptation and the VNF-
enabled pre-fetching strategy. Comparisons are made in terms
of throughput, buffer size, QoS and QoE-related metrics.
Achieved results validates the efficiency of the proposed
scheme and illustrate that high efficiency can be achieved
through the collaboration among MEC servers, utilizing ex-
plicit window size adaptation, collaborative pre-fetching and
handover among edge servers. Finally, rather than a session-
based optimization, we also aim to work on a network-based
optimization, and propose a novel video streaming application
that provide users with the highest achievable QoE for video
streams over wireless/cellular networks as a future work.
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